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Introduction
SuperB needs to align perfectly in horizontal and 
vertical two ultra-small beams crossing at the IP

The IP feedbacks can be fundamental systems for 
assuring stable collisions and luminosity in the 
SuperB collider

Different approaches are considered in the 
following:
a) “standard” orbit feedback; 

b) luminosity feedback, also called dither feedback, as 
implemented in PEP-II; 

c) fast IP feedback/feedforward inspired to ILC intrabeam 
feedback. 



Updated 
parameters table 
with relevant
parameters for
feedbacks



Collisionwith so small beams can be 
not a trivial task!

• Comparing DAFNE and SuperB beam 
transverse parameters:

– DAFNE sigmaX@SLM = 1-1.2 mm

– DAFNE sigmaY@SLM = 200-260 micron

– DAFNE stay clear > 2 cm

– SuperB sigmaX@IP =  7.7 – 8.6 micron

– SuperB sigmaY@IP =  38 – 34 nm

– SuperB stay clear =  30 sigma ~= 270 micron?



What Dynamic Range do we need ? As well known D.R. is the 
ratio between the largest and smallest possible values of a signal. 
It is measured as a ratio, or as a base-10 (deciBel) logarithmic 
value.

� DAFNE horizontal minimum dynamic range: 
20*log10(2cm/1mm)=20*log10(2000)=20*3.3=66dB

� DAFNE vertical minimum dynamic range: 
20*log10(2cm/0.2mm)=20*log10(10000)=20*4=80dB

� Considering the analog to digital converter (ADC) dynamic range:

20*log10( (2**Nbit)/1 )= (Nbit*6.02) dB

• 8 bit ADC = 48 dB

• 10 bit ADC = 60 dB

• 12 bit ADC = 72 dB

• 14 bit ADC = 84 dB **** it should be enough!!

• 16 bit ADC = 96 dB

� For SuperB: 20*log10(30sigma/sigma)=20*1.5=30dB (it seems too low!)



Orbit feedback

(often called FOFB, Fast Orbit FeedBack)

The logic that driver this system is to have a 
data processing unit for each BPM, to build 
a beam orbit fro each ring in real time (1-
10kHz), to compare it with a golden orbit 
and to apply a new set to the best corrector.



7A real case from Diamond Light Source (Univ.of Oxford), one ring



2012 data sheet
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Orbit feedback based on “intelligent” 
data acquisition system

a) The choice could be similar to the same system used in 
DIAMOND and in other accelerators (Libera by I-Tech ?)

b) Implemented in many circular light sources but still not (?) in a 
circular collider that means two rings with a common IP area

c) The input signal should have ~2kHz bandwidth (considering 
10kHz of sampling rate)

d) How fast can corrector magnet be set?  10Hz? 100Hz? More?
e) ~1 micron overall stability/sensitivity (?)
f) Strategy: in each ring the feedback operates to move orbit 

toward the reference orbit applying command to the “regular” 
correctors

g) At the IP (that is a common part of the vacuum chamber) it is 
necessary to avoid unstable situations or conflictsbetween the 
two orbit feedback systems



Luminosity feedback 
(or dither feedback)

This system is implemented by dither coils 
in the IP region and receives fast data from 
luminometer system
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PEP-II poster presented 
at EPAC'06 and PAC'07.
The upgraded version 
at the VIII SuperB General
Meeting and at PAC’09
by Kirk Bertsche
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IP “Dither” (Luminosity) feedback
I. The old IP “Dither” feedback system was designed in 2006 for PEP-II using 

dedicated corrector magnets and luminosity signal to optimize the overlap of 
colliding beams at the interaction point.

II. The luminosity signal comes from a real time luminosity detector (with very 
fast response, but not necessarly bunch-by-bunch because the bandwidth is 
500 Hz).

III.One beam (HEB , high-energy beam) is steered through the IP to maximize 
the signal from the detector. 

IV.The other beam (LEB), is driven with small dither motions 1 to 3 kHz to 
allow luminosity detection of best beam overlap.

V. The dither and applied corrections occur in three directions: horizontal, 
vertical, and vertical angle.

VI.The SuperB design allows for dither amplitudes of up to 25 microns 
horizontal, 2 microns vertical, and >0.5 mrad in vertical angle.

VII.Relative to the IP, the dither coils inSuperB are foreseen at ±3.5 meters and 
±15 meters, with horizontal and vertical pairs at each location.
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! !!!

Important comment by Alan Fisher



Fast IP feedback

Faster than the previous systems, this feedback 
reads position from both beams, comparing them 
and kicking one beam to adjust trajectory
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Fast IP feedback(or feedforward)

- This design is freelyinspired to 
the FONT project (by P. 
Burrows, John Adams Inst., 
Oxford)

- Design is in preliminary phase

- STRATEGY: The feedback 
should take the vertical position 
of the first and second beam 
moving vertically the second 
beam for a better very fast 
overlap in the Interaction Point

Signal from a beam 
used to vertical

align the other beam

e+ e-
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Fast IP feedback

- Why another feedback ?

- Many reasons:
- The betatron and synchrotron bunch-by-bunch feedback work as band pass 

filter and cannot do almost anything about slow motions

- Luminosity and orbit feedbacks will realistically work between 100Hz and 
1kHz

- There are mid-frequency motion range to be considered (1kHz-1MHz)

- Each corrector magnet transitions can produce losses of luminosity if not 
perfectly synchronized (for bad overlapping)

- The Fast IP feedback must make a beam able to overlap the other beam as a 
vertical follower for the necessary short period of time

- What about horizontal and angle ?  Also these options in principle could be 
considered
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Fast IP feedbackor feedforward 
(“beam-follower”)

Tentative specifications and algorithm
- Propagation delay: ~150ns
- It should be able to acquire position signals with a precision better than 36 nm 

from the first and the second beam
- It should be compute average values from 30-40 bunch trains for e+ and e-

beams
- It should compare the two signals (avoiding noise problems) and generate a 

correction signal to be applied to the second beam that have to be perfectly 
overlapped to the first beam

- Bandwidth: at least up to revolution frequency, better if up to 1MHz
- Great noise immunity is fundamental
- Dynamic range: the feedback should work at least between 10 nm and  ± 10 
µm, so the minimum is 60dB, better if >70dB

- It should be based on FPGA to be extremely flexible and to give possibility to 
try different feedback transfer functions & algorithms

- Powerful software to monitor and change parameters in real time
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Fast IP feedback(or feedforward)
Parts under study that could be used for implementation: 

- ML605 by Xilinx with the last Virtex-6 FPGA
- ADS 5474 (Analog-to-digital converter) by Texas 

Instruments:
* 400-MSPS Sample Rate 
* 14-Bit Resolution, 11.2-Bits ENOB
* 1.4-GHz Input Bandwidth
* SFDR = 80 dBc at 230 MHz and 400 MSPS
* SNR = 69.8 dBFS at 230 MHz and 400 MSPS
* 2.2-Vpp Differential Input Voltage
* LVDS-Compatible Outputs

- MAX 5891 by Maxim: 16-Bit, 600Msps, High-Dynamic-
Performance DAC with LVDS Inputs 



Low-costpc motherboard that can 
accept 7 PCI-express boards on the 

bus and can be used as main 
processing unit

TIMING MODULE

a multiple channel data acquisition system that works in parallel needs an efficient 
clock and trigger management. A custom module with functionality of distributing 
and timing the 7 DAS has to be designed & built. The goal is to be able to de-skew 
individually the sampling frequency for each channels and also to interface the start 
acquisition trigger. If programmed adequately, this module can also make the data 
acquisition for both longitudinal and transverse signal detection.

From digital acquisition point of view, this FPGA-
based ML605 board by Xilinx has been tested. It 
has a custom 14-bit ADC/DAC mezzanine board 
with FMC interface. The system has been used in 
May 2012 to acquire DAFNE e+ beam data from a 
BPM.



This low cost 
digital delay lines 
will be the base of 
the timing module

Range 0-10ns

Step 10 ps

Max clock frequency 1.2GHz

It works as negative or positive ECL

Data lines D[10:0] can accept ECL, 
LVCMOS and LVTTL
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As summary: multiple feedback 
systems to maintain stable collisions

� Synchrotron bunch-by-bunch feedback systems: these are used to maintain under 
control the longitudinal bunch-by-bunch motions (kicking each bunch every 
turn in the longitudinal planes)

� Betatron bunch-by-bunch feedback systems: these are used to maintain under 
control the transverse bunch-by-bunch motions (kicking each bunch every turn 
in vertical & horizontal planes)

� Orbit feedback(Libera or Libera–like based): it takes as reference a “golden 
orbit” for each ring and applies corrections using the “regular” corrector 
magnets

� IP “dither” feedback (or luminosity feedback): it should use 4 (dual-axis) air-
core coil correctors to generate orbit-bumps in 3 dimension (in just one of the 
two rings) being based on the Luminosity monitor real-time data

� Fast IP feedback(“beam-follower”): this system, freely inspired to FONT 
project, is in R&D phase.
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IP “Dither” feedback

0.1                 1                    10                 10^2 10^3             10^4               10^5           10^6 Hz (bw)

Orbit feedback

Long.bunch-by-bunch feedback

Fast IP feedback (“beam follower”)

feedback
type

versus
bandwidth Transverse b-b-b feedback

dc
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Conclusions
To achieve the Superb luminosity specifications a perfect 

bunch-by-bunch overlap of the two beams is necessary.
� Diagnostic and feedback systems are crucial to achieve 

the luminosity goal
� Three different feedback systems have been considered
� The systems  should and can  have cooperating behavior
� Orbit feedback and luminosity feedback should be 

implemented taking in mind the previous design 
experiences

� Luminosity (dither) feedback needs a special interface to 
a fast luminometer

� R&D on Fast IP feedback is in progress


